ARCTIC	177
It was not only for the sake of a take-off that we lightened the
N 25. Riiser-Larsen was apprehensive about our fuel supply. We
had burned plenty of petrol during our various movements and take-
off runs. It was questionable if we had enough to reach Spits-
bergen. We could not afford one excess pound of weight, since it
costs fuel to fly a pound six hundred miles.
We turned the ship south into the slightly quartering wind, and
the hull slid easily on the packed frozen snow. Then we took our
places for a long flight. Dietrichson, who was to do the navigation,
got into the observer's pkce in the bow. So confident was he of
success that he unfolded his charts, ready in the cock-pit beside him.
Amundsen took the co-pilot's seat beside Riiser-Larsen. This time
I did not stay with the mechanics in the gondola. Whether I could
not bear to see another disappointment or had a superstitious notion
that it was bad luck to watch, I crawled back to Riiser-Larsen's
sleeping-quarters in the tail of the plane, where it was dark and I
could see nothing.
The engines leaped into action. The hull moved, scratching and
grating at first, then bumping—mighty bumps, spaced farther and
farther apart. I did not need Omdal's shout, unintelligible in the
tumult, to tell me that we were in the air. The bumping had
stopped. Afterwards I found that we took flight in those final
million-kroner 100 metres. But then I did not care much. I ex-
perienced no particular elation, but only a dull happiness when I
felt the plane lift. We were all beyond sharp emotions.
I looked out through the manhole and saw that we were flying
through thick fog, dark and clammy. From time to time during
the next two hours I looked out again. Always the same fog. Some-
times we flew so low that we skimmed the ice for Dietrichson to
make drift observations. It was a great job of blind flying the two
airmen did in that fog, since for guidance they had only the mag-
netic compass, theretofore deemed useless in the Arctic because of
its variations.
After a while I saw the manhole opening above me sharply
bright. I looked out into clear sunshine. Below us was the fleecy
ceiling of the fog-bank, with the same double aureole following
behind us and the jumping shadow of the plane in their common
centre. Up forward Amundsen was pointing the periscope toward

